CASES STUDY
Document Review

Amnet eLPO works as an extension of your team. Our experienced litigation support professionals offer a
comprehensive list of services. With a proven track record that leverages information technology, we continue to
exceed client expectations.

THE NEED
A leading US Law firm had a need of reviewing citations for a large case of
financial company in a compressed time frame.

THE SOLUTION
Our experienced core team conducted a preliminary research to size
the project scope and arrived at a critical path for the assignment. A
detailed plan, was then put together to assist the Client over the
course of the litigation. A PMO (Project Management Office) was
formed with 4 core team members heading respective team to address
specific areas of the assignment.
The team used Shepard's citation search feature of LexisNexis and
started a detailed search on the given complex issue.
Complex case law & statutory research of the issue was performed to
come up with a detailed analysis within a very short span of time.

ADVANTAGE
The Client was in a position to access the trained team over a period of
3 months, post completion of assignment for further queries on the
assignment and to use the team for other smaller projects as well.
Video conferencing tools helped us address important issues quicker
and prioritize tasks better.

Amnet eLPO
Advantage
Your competitive
edge in evidence
management
At Amnet eLPO,the emphasis is on
investing in continuous
improvements, staffing the finest
legal and information technology
professionals, adopting robust
project management methods and
processes and fail-safe security
and infrastructure back up. We
seamlessly integrate to work in
tandem with our client’s team,
understanding their needs and
expectations; while always striving
to better our service levels at
every instance.
Our support includes:
24/7 Round the clock global
support
Quick ramp up and scaling
operations as per project
demands
Agile recruitment and training
processes
Evolved systematic processes
& expertise in delivering
World-class
quality service
Strict adherence to
Information Security & NDA
conformance by every team
member

When you need to maximize
efficiencies in document review,
call the professionals at Amnet
eLPO.
Call: 1.888.342.4177
e-mail: info@amnetelpo.com

